Head Injury with Concurrent Cervical Spine Injury
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Abstract
Dual diagnoses of moderate or severe head injuries occurring concurrently with cervical spine injuries are postulated to have very poor outcomes. These outcomes are unknown in resource-limited settings. Methods: Patient files with dual diagnoses between 2012 and 2016 at the Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH) were reviewed retrospectively. Clinical and outcome parameters were identified for each case and SPSS version 20 was used for correlation and regression tests. Results: Eleven patient files were identified; patients’ median age was 34 years. C2 was the modal cervical spine injury level. The most common clinical presentation (63%) was loss of consciousness; 45% of patients had a Glasgow Outcome score ≤1. Using Pearson correlation study, age was significantly positively correlated with outcome: \( r = 0.751, n = 11, p = 0.008 \). A significant regression equation was found (\( F (1, 9) = 11.624, p <0.001 \)) with an adjusted R2 of 0.515 to predict outcome on the Glasgow Outcome Scale based on age. Conclusion: For patients with dual diagnoses in a resource-limited setting, survival rate is 45%; and older patients have poorer outcomes. Neurosurgeons practising in areas with limited resources should keep this in mind with the hope of attaining better outcomes.
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Introduction
The incidence of traumatic brain injury (TBI), the leading cause of death in all age groups, is postulated to be in the range of 20–30% (1). Estimates show TBI affects over 10 million people annually, leading to either hospitalization or mortality (2). The burden is worse in low and middle income countries (LMIC) because of the preponderance of risk factors associated with TBI and of health systems inadequately prepared to address the outcomes. Sub-Saharan Africa demonstrates a higher TBI-related incidence rate of 170/100,000 owing to road traffic injuries relative to the global rate of 106/100,000 (2). The rate of road traffic accidents in Kenya is 68 per 100,000 population, and traumatic brain injuries account for 50% of this figure (3). Other factors that increase the rate of road traffic injuries in this setting include flouting of traffic rules by road users, inadequate protective gear such as helmets or lack of their use by road users, and delayed response times by emergency medical personnel because of shortages or failures within the system.

Over the last 50 years, the average annual incidence of concomitant TBI and spinal cord injuries has increased (4). Studies show that in trauma patients with known head injury, simultaneous cervical spine injury occurs in 4–8% of the cases (5, 6). Cervical spine injuries occurring concurrently with moderate and severe head injuries typically worsen the patient’s condition and have poorer outcomes in resource-poor settings in LMIC. The most frequently involved area in the cervical spine is between the occiput and the C3 region (7). Patients with upper cervical injury are at a greater risk of suffering from skull base fractures and severe intracranial hematomas than those with mid to lower cervical injury (8). Approximately one-third of patients with cervical spine and/or cord injuries have moderate or severe head injuries (6, 8). Injuries to the cervical spine are critical and may result in poor outcomes because of the anatomical proximity to the centers for control of respiration and cardiovascular activity and the reticular activating system. Cervical injuries may also compound the effects of head injuries through loss of diaphragmatic innervation with subsequent inadequate respiratory effort or spinal cord injury, resulting in neurogenic shock from loss of sympathetic outflow (5). Thus, survival of patients is hampered.

Currently, there is limited local data on presentation and outcome of patients who have dual injuries in our local settings. This retrospective study focused on elucidating the
demographic characteristics of patients with dual diagnoses of moderate or severe head injury occurring concurrently with cervical spine injury, the mechanisms of injury, management strategies, and overall outcomes. It is hoped that this study will form a basis of reference and further research on patients with dual diagnoses.

Methods

Patient population

Records of patients diagnosed with moderate or severe head injury occurring concurrently with cervical spine injury between 2012 and 2016 at the Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH) were reviewed retrospectively for clinical, radiographic, and outcome data. The outcomes of patients were recorded immediately at the time of discharge from hospital or at death postintervention. Because of the retrospective limitations of the study, data recorded from the files did not allow the study of outcomes 3–6 months postdischarge as some patients were lost to follow-up while others died, and therefore the immediate outcomes were recorded.

Characteristics identified were: age, sex, level of education, admission GCS, mechanism of injury and the preceding event, level of cervical spine injury, treatment administered, GCS at the time of departure from hospital, and final outcome documented using the Glasgow Outcome Scale. The study was approved by the Kenyatta National Hospital–University of Nairobi Ethical and Research Committee–ERC (Study approval number UP957/12/2016). The ERC waived the requirement for informed consent because of the retrospective nature of the study.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corporation). Age, admission GCS, GCS prior to discharge or death, and overall outcome were evaluated as continuous variables. Patient characteristics were summarized using means, medians, range and frequencies for continuous variables; the mode was used to summarize categorical variables. The Pearson product–moment correlation identified correlations between variables. A simple linear regression analysis predicted outcomes using variables that had a significant correlation.

Results

Data from 2012 to 2016 were obtained from the Records Department at KNH. We retrieved 1,432 patient files that had a diagnosis of head injury. Of these cases, 358 patients were classified as having moderate or severe head injuries; dual presentation was diagnosed in only 11 patients or 0.03% of the patient group.

Demographic data

Patients’ ages ranged from 5 to 60 years. The mean age was 27.2 years, median age 34 years, and modal age group between 0 and 20 years. Male patients constituted 81.8% of the total patient population. More than 72% of patients resided within Nairobi County and its environs. Only 2 patients had attained secondary school education.

Clinical presentation

The most common clinical presentation was loss of consciousness, present in 63% of the patient population. Aphasia and quadriplegia were noted in 9 and 27% of patients respectively. Other clinical presentations were gait disturbance, otorrhea, bleeding from the ear, quadriparesis, aphasia and incontinence of both urine and stool (Figure 1). The GCS of the patients ranged from 3 to 12. Modal GCS at presentation were 8 and 10, recorded in 3 patients each. Mean GCS at presentation was 8.6 and median was 9. Prior to presentation at the hospital, the preceding events were reported: speeding, lack of observing traffic rules, intoxication, and physical violence. The most common mechanism of injury was fall from height, accounting for 36% of injuries, next was motor cycle accidents 27%, assault 18%, passenger in an automobile accident 9%, and

Figure 1: Frequency of various clinical presentations
pedestrian versus motor vehicle 9%.

The most common area of injury in the cervical region was at C2 level, seen in 45% of the patients; 18% of patients had injury at C3 level, 18% at C4 level, 9% at C1 level, and 9% at C7 level. Six patients had multi-level injuries in the cervical region, with some being continuous segmental injuries and others skip injuries or different forms of injury such as a fracture and loss of cervical spine alignment.

Management

Four patients (36%) each were managed by skull traction and hard collar respectively, 2 patients (18%) were managed using a soft collar, 1 (9%) patient was symptomatically managed and observed before being discharged, 1 (9%) patient was managed using a combination of skull traction and a soft collar. No patient underwent surgical intervention or was initiated on steroids.

Period of hospitalization

The period of hospitalization was categorized into: 0–2 weeks, 2–4 weeks, 4–6 weeks (Table 2). The mean period of hospital stay before discharge or death was 2.5 weeks; the modal and median range was 0–2 weeks.

Discharge from hospital

GCS at the time of leaving hospital was varied with mean GCS at 7.2 and modal and median GCS at 3 each. Five patients were discharged with GCS at 15; the rest were mortalities with GCS score of 3 each. Five patients had complete spinal recovery, 5 patients were quadriplegic and were all mortalities, and 1 patient had partial recovery with the ability to use walking aids. The overall outcome was documented using the Glasgow Outcome Scale with 55% of the patients having a score of 5, 36% a score of 1, and 9% a score of 2 (Table 1). This outcome is the immediate post-discharge.

Table 1: Overall outcome of the patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score on the Glasgow Outcome Scale</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>% contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – Asymptomatic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – Symptomatic but completely ambulatory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Symptomatic, &lt;50% in bed during the day</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Symptomatic, &gt;50% in bed, but not bedbound</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – Bedbound</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – Death</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient assessed relationships between admission GCS and discharge GCS, admission GCS and outcome, level of cervical spinal injury and outcome, and age and outcome, and identified those that are statistically significant at $p = 0.05$. A positive correlation was identified between age and outcome ($r = 0.751$, $n = 11$, $p = 0.008$). Preliminary results show a partial Pearson correlation while controlling for admission GCS ($r = 0.644$, $n = 11$, $p = 0.044$) and level of cervical spine injury ($r = 0.724$, $n = 11$, $p = 0.018$). A positive correlation exists between age and outcome even while the effect of admission GCS and level of cervical spine injury was controlled.

No significant correlation was identified between the other variables and between the different diagnoses. A moderately strong positive correlation was seen between age and outcomes documented using the Glasgow Outcome score. Increases in age were correlated with increases in higher scores on the Glasgow Outcome Scale, thus portending worse outcomes.

A simple linear regression predicted outcome on the Glasgow Outcome Scale based on age of the patients. A significant regression equation was found ($F (1, 9) = 11.624$, $p <0.001$) with an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.515. Patients’ predicted age is equal to a score of 0.770+0.082 (age) on the Glasgow Outcome Scale when age is measured in years. The outcome increased 0.082 for each year of age.

Discussion

Head injuries overall are 80% mild, 10% moderate and 10% severe (1). Studies show that the probability of concomitant head injury increases in settings of GCS scores lower than 8 (5,9). The focus group of this study was patients who lie on the lower end of the spectrum in the GCS and have concurrent cervical spine injury. The overarching factor is the existing resource limitations in this setting in which these patients were managed that leads to a trifecta that portends poor outcomes.

Studies are also limited by the rare occurrence. In the 5-year period that was reviewed, only 11 patients fitted strictly into our inclusion criteria. This rarity could be because of the severity of the injuries occurring and death ensuing before presentation to an emergency setting, resulting from delays within the system. It is also surmised that patients who make it to hospital in this resource-limited setting generally have very poor outcomes due to the severity of their injuries. Our findings challenge this assumption by demonstrating that 45% of the patients survived and had Glasgow Outcome scores ≤
The demographics of the patient group showed that age ranged from 5 to 60 years, with males making up over 80% of the group. This figure concurs with worldwide studies that show males generally constitute a higher percentage of those exposed to trauma (10). Several mechanisms of injury have been implicated in simultaneous cervical injury and head injury patients. The commonest injuries are motor vehicle accidents, automobile versus pedestrian accidents, motorcycle accidents, falls, assaults and gunshot wounds, in that order (5). In our patient cohort, fall from height and motorcycle accidents were most common, and motor vehicle accidents and automobile versus pedestrian contributed 9% each as the mechanisms of injury leading to dual diagnoses. Traumatic intracranial hemorrhage is a common finding in moderate and severe head injuries; however, it is not a predictor of occult cervical spine injury (11). Surprisingly, none of our patients underwent surgery as internal bleeds or raised intracranial pressures were absent. All our patients underwent conservative management. In associated injuries, surgery of the head and immobilization of the spinal fracture are carried out as the first step; realignment of the spine with possible decompression and stabilization of the affected segment is a second step (12).

Cervical spine injuries can be treated using conservative methods in the initial management as an adjunct to surgical management or as definitive management. Skeletal skull traction is indicated mainly in cases of facet subluxation or dislocation and in burst-type fractures to stabilize and realign the cervical spine (13). Traction is contraindicated in destructive injuries or in patients with certain skull fractures. The timing of skull traction still remains controversial (13). Halo vests restrict up to 75% of flexion–extension at C1–C2 and offer superior control of lateral bending and rotation, and are therefore the orthosis of choice when rigid immobilization is required of an unstable spine injury. The combined injuries present a dilemma: many of the drugs used to treat SCI may interfere with cognitive rehabilitation and, conversely, drugs that are used to control seizures in TBI patients may undermine locomotor recovery after SCI (14). A concomitant injury also increases the immune response several-fold with a more profound increase in the spinal cord relative to the brain and, therefore, contributing to the overall long-term morbidity and mortality (15). Progesterone exhibits neuroprotective effects in TBI and SCI by activating autophagy in cortical astrocytes protecting against motor neuron degeneration and might have been helpful to our patient group (16).

The patients who died in our cohort could be those who had more severe injuries, such as diffuse axonal injuries, that could not be identified using the available resources. Diffusion tensor imaging-derived fractional anisotropy is a sensitive tool to detect TBI-related white matter damage in patients with dual diagnoses, and would have been useful (17).

The positive correlation between age and final outcome is significant: younger patients in this patient cohort had better outcomes than older patients. The significant positive correlation was still maintained even when the admission GCS and level of cervical spinal injury were controlled for using partial correlation. Therefore, older aged patients had poorer outcomes in this setting when they had dual diagnoses. The incidence of spinal injuries in concomitant injury increases dramatically with age, with elderly patients 21 times more likely to suffer spinal trauma than pediatric populations (6).

Correlation between admission GCS and GCS prior to discharge or death was not significant. This correlation points towards difficulty in predicting final outcomes based on admission GCS, and underlines the importance of evaluating prognosis on day-to-day GCS scores and response to therapy. None of the other independent variables had significant correlations with outcome when evaluated. For patients who were discharged, concomitant injury led to increased rehabilitation costs, poor neuropsychological test performances and greater demands on clinician resources than injuries in a single spectrum (18). Recovery of function after cervical SCI is retarded by a moderate TBI in the contra lateral hemisphere (14). A high level of social support is vital to help these patients in their daily lives (19). In resource-limited settings, such as in Kenya, where support is inadequate, the risk is real in dual diagnoses patients of losing out on paid employment, concomitant emotional changes and increased dependence.

Conclusion

This study describes a patient cohort over a 5-year period with dual diagnoses of either moderate or severe head injury occurring concurrently with cervical spine injury, and the outcomes.

The limitations of a retrospective study exist particularly in the selection bias, possibility of missing information from records, low numbers for inclusion in the study, and loss to follow-up in resource-limited settings. The diagnosis of moderate and severe head injury with concurrent cervical spine injury in patients in resource-limited settings portends a grim outlook on outcomes.
Despite the low numbers, our findings suggest a 45% chance of outcomes ≤1 on the Glasgow Outcome Scale. Neurosurgeons practising in LMIC with resource limitations should keep this in mind with the hope of attaining better outcomes.
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